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THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH - My Friends, forgive me for presenting here
not merely the usual two-line aphorism, but instead the words of a man whose
intelligence I had not truly appreciated until I had read his words that follow.
"How strange is the lot of us mortals! Each of us is here for a brief sojourn; for
what purpose he knows not, though he sometimes thinks he senses it. But without
deeper reflection one knows from daily life that one exists for other people -- first
of all for those upon whose smiles and well-being our own happiness is wholly
dependent, and then for the many, unknown to us, to whose destinies we are bound
by the ties of sympathy. A hundred times every day I remind myself that my inner
and outer life are based on the labors of other men, living and dead, and that I must
exert myself in order to give in the same measure as I have received and am still
receiving...
"I have never looked upon ease and happiness as ends in themselves -- this
critical basis I call the ideal of a pigsty. The ideals that have lighted my way, and
time after time have given me new courage to face life cheerfully, have been
Kindness, Beauty, and Truth. Without the sense of kinship with men of like mind,
without the occupation with the objective world, the eternally unattainable in the
field of art and scientific endeavors, life would have seemed empty to me. The trite
objects of human efforts -- possessions, outward success, and luxury -- have always
been contemptible to me.
"My passionate sense of social justice and social responsibility has always
contrasted oddly with my pronounced lack of need for direct contact with other
human beings and human communities. I am truly a 'lone traveler' and have never
belonged to my country, my home, my friends, or even my immediate family, with
my whole heart; in the face of all these ties, I have never lost a sense of distance and
a need for solitude..."
"My political ideal is democracy. Let every man be respected as an individual
and no man idolized. It is an irony of fate that I myself have been the recipient of
excessive admiration and reverence from my fellow-beings, through no fault, and
no merit, of my own. The cause of this may well be the desire, unattainable for
many, to understand the few ideas to which I have with my feeble powers attained
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through ceaseless struggle. I am quite aware that for any organization to reach its
goals, one man must do the thinking and directing and generally bear the
responsibility. But the led must not be coerced, they must be able to choose their
leader. In my opinion, an autocratic system of coercion soon degenerates; force
attracts men of low morality... The really valuable thing in the pageant of human
life seems to me not the political state, but the creative, sentient individual, the
personality; it alone creates the noble and the sublime, while the herd as such
remains dull in thought and dull in feeling. "This topic brings me to that worst
outcrop of herd life, the military system, which I abhor... This plague-spot of
civilization ought to be abolished with all possible speed. Heroism on command,
senseless violence, and all the loathsome nonsense that goes by the name of
patriotism -- how passionately I hate them!
"The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the
fundamental emotion that stands at the cradle of true art and true science. Whoever
does not know it and can no longer wonder, no longer marvel, is as good as dead,
and his eyes are dimmed. It was the experience of mystery -- even if mixed with
fear -- that engendered religion. A knowledge of the existence of something we
cannot penetrate, our perceptions of the profoundest reason and the most radiant
beauty, which only in their most primitive forms are accessible to our minds: it is
this knowledge and this emotion that constitute true religiosity. In this sense, and
only this sense, I am a deeply religious man... I am satisfied with the mystery of
life's eternity and with knowledge, a sense, of the marvelous structure of existence - as well as the humble attempt to understand even a tiny portion of the Reason that
manifests itself in nature."
(Albert Einstein)
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CEO’s MESSAGE
(Frederick Shaw)

It seems as though, no matter how much I am separated by centuries, culture and
geographic location from Kent, I cannot live through the early days of May without
thinking about Chaucer and his “Canterbury Tales”. The pilgrims started out on
their journey on the Third of May, after May festivities and after domestic animals,
cows, horses, goats, etc., were allowed to leave the halle, the second room in a
farmer’s home after having spend a dreary English winter in its protection from the
even drearier weather.
There is little which that Medieval English scene has in common with the
conditions that surround us here in The Punjab, apart from widespread
ignorance of the relationship between personal behaviour and personal health.
However, one thing that farmers in Chaucer’s England share with us during the
opening days of May, is hope. This was hope for those near the bottom of the
human economic chain. This was hope – not for great wealth, or a new oilfield
– but for a better existence, and a better existence by dent of their own action.
We have that kind of hope too, and inherent in our methods is that the poorest of
the poor will take action to improve the quality of their own lives. Our
experience demonstrates that we can facilitate their taking positive action
through providing them with the necessary tools – appropriate knowledge and
skills. Experience suggests too, that we will achieve more than Chaucer’s
pilgrims!
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Because we had started a GREEN ROOF COMPETITION which was
scheduled to end on 31 May, I postponed my departure from Chandigarh until
that date. Because of a variety of road-blocks that we could not overcome in a
timely manner, there was much inequality between the contestants caused by
seed, or containers or help being available at different times for different groups.
I was worried about this but did not want to call the competition off, because
this might be viewed as DIR’s “weasling-out” of providing the prizes. I was
most happy then when the Health Promoters brought to me a petition signed by
all of them. In brief, it read: “We request you to cancel the competition, because
it is not fair for a considerable number of contestants.” I gladly cancelled the
event, and look forward to holding it in the future when we can assure that all
are on a level playing field. On the bright side, a lot of contestants gained a
great deal of knowledge on growing roof-top vegetables, and some have very
good harvests. This will have been good practice for the “real thing.”
“FRIENDS OF DIR-INDIA”
(Jaspreet Kaur)
Another arena in which we exhibited hope involved fund-raising. Our
hope was that we could increase the donations received within India. We
devised a form with consultations with banks for automatic transfer of funds in
to DIR’s account on a monthly/ quarterly basis. During our brainstorming
sessions, it was perceived that donors may find this easy and simple and it
would not caste upon them the burden of parting with a huge amount of money
in one go. The figure suggested but not determined, was Rs.750 or its multiples
per month.
The newest five star hotel in the city provided us with a venue, snacks
and tea on-the-house, without wanting any credit or publicity in return. Bless
them! “Friends of DIR” meet was held on 16th May and was successful in terms
of a good attendance and unsuccessful in terms of the money raised. An amount
of Rs.9,700 was raised and Joyshree Lobo handed over Rs 5,300 sent by Rhonda
and Marie Friswell in Australia. Incidentally Rhonda and Marie have not seen
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the film we showed at the gathering and did not hear our appeal for funds- they
just did it out of the goodness of their hearts. Bless them! Two donors, who
want to stay anonymous, signed up the forms in the following week. Bless them
too!
However 22 year old Kinshuk Sharma, who started the practice of
donating on a monthly basis soon upon receiving his first stipend, has been our
inspiration to introduce this donation pattern. The two people who started
following his example almost immediately are his two elder sisters- Himani and
Garima Sharma. Bless them! Garima has been selected in to the Indian Revenue
Services (in her very first attempt) and pledged the amount from her very first
salary. Kinshuk and Garima having spent time with children in the Basti, got
motivated to help them and realize that DIR’s programs are making a positive
impact on their lives. Strictly speaking, these are the first three “Friends of DIR”
and I take this opportunity to thank them all. I also urge the others to follow the
practice they have started so that DIR can continue helping the poor and needy.
I also must thank our youngest 10 year old volunteer Divya Manocha,
who designed the much appreciated invitation card for us. To save your time in
perhaps one of the longest reports, I present the agenda of the program and a
few pictures to give you an idea about the event. However, I feel compelled to
share with you that Dipanshu, a steward at the Marriott donated Rs 500 to DIR,
This for me was a beautiful, touching and encouraging part of the evening. His
gesture reaffirmed that there are kind people out there who keep the lesser
privileged before self, and have the desire to help the poor at the expense of
making personal sacrifices. Bless Dipanshu!
For those who would like to pledge a monthly donation to DIR, please
copy-paste-print-fill-up-submit the form below to your bank. This would mean
automatic transfer of whatever amount you chose to donate to come in to DIR’s
account without your keeping a tab. At the end of the year, or whenever you
want, we can send you the tax-deduction certificate. And please remember no
donation is small for us! Bless you! (This was a special day for me to give blessings- Transit of Venus may have
had a special effect!)
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Dr.W.F.Shaw Founder CEO, DIR

“Welcome” to the first ever DIR
Friends Gathering.

DVD

Hope in the Slums ( How and where
DIR works)
“What we do”

Sunny and Sangeeta
Health Promoters,DIR
DIR Dancers from KG

“Satyamev Jayatey”- Truth always
Victorious.

Mrs.Reena Paul , SWAD Teacher

“The School With A Difference”
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Guy Mullen, Ex-Director Diagnostics,
Altona General Hospital,Canada

“My Observations of DIR”

Surjit Singh Municipal Councillor,
Ward no.15, Janta colony.

“How I See DIR”

Scott Slessor, Consul-General of Canada
in Chandigarh.

“ Its As Easy As A-B-C” (appeal for
Donation)
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1.STATISTICAL OVERVIEW
(Mr. IBS Pannu - Administrative Officer)
The most recent expansion of our project means that we have passed
the 15,000 beneficiary level. Now our programs provide services for 15,252
slum residents.
The following table provides data on homes and families:
1 Number of homes in project area
3,547
2 Number of homes visited this month
3,429 (97%)
3 Average number of residents per home
4.3
4 Number of one-room homes with 5 or more residents 132
5 Number of homes with latrines
3,140 (88%)
6 Number of homes with newly installed latrines
24
7 Homes without running water
141 (4%)
The following table shows the most recent data on Child Nutrition:
1
Children under the age of 5 years (who are all
1,620
weighed monthly)
2
Number of above children weighed this month
1,538 (95%)
(others were absent)
3
Number of children of appropriate weight for age 741 (48%)
4
Number of children Malnourished (judging by
511 (33%)
weight for age)
5
Number Severely Malnourished (judging by
286 (19%)
weight for age)
6
Number Very Severely Malnourished (judging by 20 (1.5%)
weight for age)
NB It should be noted here that when our project
started, 87% of the children under the age of five
were severely malnourished. The new figure, as
shown above is (19 + 1.5) less than 21%

2. NUTRITION
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(Ms. Natasha Bhardwaj - DIR-I Nutritionist cum Administrator)
With the summer heat rising dehydration is a concern for all. Keeping this in
view field demonstrations were carried out to demonstrate the recipe of home made
Oral Rehydration Solution (ORS) through out the bustee. This will surely benefit
people during the hot weather. Another demonstration on Chatpatte Rolls was given
which was made by locally available low cost ingredients such as wheat flour, gram
flour, potato, onion, beans, cabbage, coriander, mint and lemon. This recipe is a rich
source of calories, protein, iron, calcium and vitamin C. The recipe is specially
valuable for growing children, pregnant and lactating mothers.
Topics such as Carbohydrates, iodine, obesity, diet in pregnancy and
arthritis were taught. Health Promoters were re-taught about some basics things in
nutrition like nutrients and their functions to body and meal planning. At the end of
this month comprehensive exam took place to test the knowledge of HP’s .
3. MOTHERS’ HEALTH
( Ms. Meena Kumari - Senior Health Promoter)
Pregnancies
On the 1st of May, there were 108 pregnant women in Janta colony and
Adarsh Nagar. Of these, 18 women delivered their babies during this month.
Five others shifted their residence permanently from the colony. Twenty Eight
new pregnancies were reported this month. All the 18 women who delivered
during the month had had three or more Antenatal check-ups.
Deliveries
Out of 18 women who delivered this month, twelve delivered in the
Government Hospital, Sector-16, one delivered in the PGI Hospital, one
delivered in the civil hospital Hospital, Sector 22, one delivered in sector 35
Hospital, and two delivered at home. Sixteen deliveries were assisted by
qualified professionals and two assisted by local midwives. Of the newborns, 9
are boys and 9 are girls. All the women who delivered had their postnatal
examinations within 2 days of delivery.
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4. IMMUNIZATION PROGRAMME
(Ms. Veena Rani – Senior Health Promoter)
As usual, government immunizers came to the DIR Centre to give shots every
Wednesday. Our Health Promoters maintain records of all the immunizations of
all children under the age of five years and so are enabled to ensure that every
child gets his/her shots on schedule.
In the four immunization days at the DIR office during the month of May, a
total of 175 shots were given to the children. Details are as follows:
(a) Measles – 13 (b) Measles Booster -5 (c) BCG -7
Booster - 15

(d) DT -3

1st Dose

2nd Dose

3rd Dose

Hepatitis B

16

21

32

DPT

14

21

22

TT

0

6

-

SHOTS

(e) DPT

In addition to these, 33 children were given a supplemental dose of Vitamin A.
5 . D.O.T.S.
(Mr. Sunny Bighania – Senior Health Promoter)
On the 1st of May, 16 Tuberculosis patients were served medicines at our
bustee office through the government DOTS program run by DIR. Our bustee office
is an authorised DOTS centre, and patients from the vicinity get their supply of
medicine from our office on a regular basis. During this month, three patients
completed their treatment and has become free from this disease. Four new patient
has been diagnosed having Tuberculosis this month, and has started medication
from our Centre.
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We have Thirteen Category I Patients, and Three Category II Patients.
Following is a brief description of what each Category is:
•
Category I – All those new patients whose pulmonary smear is positive
for Tuberculosis Bacilli or those whose pulmonary smear is negative but are
seriously ill or those who have extra pulmonary Tuberculosis but are seriously ill
are included in Category I. This month, we have 13 patients in this category.
•
Category II – Those old Tuberculosis patients who had either defaulted
from the treatment at an earlier stage and have re-started the treatment or those
who have again contracted the disease after being cured once or those who had
not been cured even after completing a full prescribed course. This month we
have only 3 patients in this category.
6. INCOME GENERATION
( Ms. Meena Kumari - Senior Health Promoter )
SKILLS TRAINING
Under the program of skills training, a total of twenty women from bustee are
learning stitching in our bustee office. Beside this,DIR also gives paid
assignments to bustee women in the form of stitching of wine-bags, i-Pad bags,
Craft bags, String Purses and Salwars. Under our program they improve their
skills, and many increase the family income by making these products that we
market. In the month of May they made: 231 wine bags, 37 craft bags, 20 i-Pad
bags, 11 Purses, 7 Salwars, 500 double ply paper bags with rope handles and 8
wall hangings. The women are making good money through these assignments
and fulfil the basic needs of their families.
7. EDUCATION
(Ms. Sunita Sharma – Head Teacher)
New admissions are still going on. At the end of the month total admissions
were 88. On 4th May first Parent teacher meeting was held, where besides parents
being informed about the performance of their wards, they were also urged to send
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their wards to school on time. On 16th May SWAD Kids participated in group dance
on famous song Satya Mev Jayate on the occasion of First gathering of “Friends of
DIR” at J.W Marriott Hotel.
A little celebration was held on 31st May for celebrating birthdays of children
who were born in the month of May and JuneG!H'<,!+(#'&,+!/0!I(#%)'!J'-!)K&!
/0!&;,-,!);%3+*,#G!2J,,&-!J,*,!+%-&*%/K&,+!&(!'33!&;,!);%3+*,#. School closed on
the same day on account of summer vacations and will reopen on 2nd July.
!!!!!!!!
8. PERSONEL ACTIVITY
Visitors
1. Mr. Quentin and Ms. Emma from Belgium. Cycling around the world on
bicycles !
2. Mr. Alankar Nagi. Restaurateur.
3. Mr. Pablo from Argentina. Psychologist and Ecologist.
Absentees:
Name
# Days
Mrs. Natasha(Nutritionist
cum Administrator)
Mrs. Renuka (Nutritionist)

2.5

Mrs. Veena (Sr. HP)

4

Mrs. Maya (Sr. HP)
Mrs. Meenakshi (HP)
Ms. Sunita Mukhiya (HP)
Ms. Rani (HP)
Mrs. Sunita kashyap (HP)
Mrs. Anita (HP)

1
1
0.5
2
1
6

0.5

Paid Leave
Dates
1st and 2nd full day and 4th
Half day
29th half day
Half day on 1st ,2nd ,3rd and
15th and Full day on 4th and
14th of may.
17th full day
2nd full day
2nd half day
Full day off on 8th and 14th .
14th of may.
7th ,16th ,17th ,18th ,28th and
29th full day.
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#
Days
0.5

Unpaid Leave
Dates
4th Half day

0.5

29th half day

1.5

14th full day and 15th half
day.

1
2

14th.
28th and 29th.

Mr. Sunny(Field
Coordinator)
Mr. Sunil (HP)
Mrs. Sushma (HP)
Ms. Sangeeta (HP)
Ms. Sarita (HP)

1

11th of may.

1
0.5
4
3

Mrs. Reena paul (School
Teacher)
Mrs. Meenakshi Chauhan
(School Teacher)
Mrs. Hema (School
Teacher)
Mrs Krishna ( Stitching
Instructor)
Mr. Vinod Singh (Driver)

1

31st of may.
11th half day.
1st ,2nd ,3rd and 4th Full day.
Full day off on 24th ,25th and
28th .
22nd of may

2

Half day on 1st and Full day
on 2nd .
24th and 25th of may.

1

31st

0.5

28th Half day.

1.5
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4

1st ,2nd ,3rd and 4th Full day.

